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OUR SOLUTIONS

Our CDP, Third Party Data, Analytics and Customer Journey 
Management Power Your Results

Omnichannel Data to Fuel Rich Customer Insights at Speed and Scale

YOUR DEALERSHIP

Mary Thomas
Postal: 555 Road St.
City, FL 44875
Email: mthomas@yahoo.com
Current VIN: 1999 Toyota Camry

SIGNALS ALERT

SIGNALS ALERT

SIGNALS ALERT

SIGNALS ALERT

SIGNALS ALERT

Jason Riley
Postal: 555 Street Rd.
City, FL 44875
Email: jriley@yahoo.com
Current VIN: 2015 Toyota Tacoma

Thomas Jones
Postal: 898 Road Ave.
City, FL 44875
Email: tjones@yahoo.com
Current VIN: 1998 Ford Focus

Sam Smith
Postal:  267 Drive Rd.
City, FL 44875
Email: ssmith@yahoo.com
Current VIN: 2012 Honda Accord

Margaret Simms
Postal: 555 Street Rd.
City, FL 44875
Email: msimms@yahoo.com
Current VIN: 2015 Toyota Tacoma

SIGNALS ALERT

Sam Smith
Postal:  267 Drive Rd.
City, FL 44875
Email: ssmith@yahoo.com
Current VIN: 2012 Honda Accord

Acquire In-Market Consumers With Our Mobile Location 
Intelligence Solution
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Access to multiple consumer data files for highly targeted marketing campaigns. Data is built from hundreds of sources including 

public records, phone directories, U.S. Census data, consumer surveys, and other proprietary sources. Data is available on 200+ 

million consumers, most with exact age and estimated income information; 50 million individuals with shopping behavior and 

lifestyle categories; and 130 million identified mail order buyers and responders. Data elements include Date of Birth, Home 

Ownership, Occupation, Gender, Donors, Estimated Income, Age, Telephone Number, Ethnicity, Credit Card, Language Spoken, 

Hobbies, Purchase Behavior, Lifestyle Interests, and many more.

CONSUMERLINK PROVIDES ADDITIONAL CONSUMER DATA INCLUDING:

CONSUMER PACKAGE GOODS (CPG)
Identify consumers with a propensity to purchase a given product 20% more often than the general population. Built from 20+ 
million consumer consumption data records spanning thousands of products with buyer propensity for over 70 categories.

PYCO PERSONALITY

1,500 pages of complex algorithmic code, 320 discrete data points, and 16 unique personality segments, all based on the Myers-

Briggs Personality Type Indicator to understand emotional trigger points, improve predictive modeling and hone your campaigns 

for maximum impact.

 � 12 unique audience categories and over 1500+ distinct audience segments 

 � Understand Emotional Trigger Points: Generated from personality and behavior dynamics

 � Personality Marketing Success is Scalable: Giving companies the control to cherry-pick customers

 � Improve Predictive Model: Lift by 5% – 36% or more with PYCO model booster

 � Superior, Turnkey Solutions: Easy to implement, no costly infrastructure investment 

V12 DATA OVERVIEW

V12
Proprietary Business database of over 37 million contacts, including 28 million email addresses. Applies industry leading research 

and marketing strategies to offer a product that excels in size, quality and value. Includes detailed statutory, firmographic and 

contact specific data, which is contributed to by the most credible and responsive sources available to direct marketers. Multi-

sourced, verified data to ensure that you reach the right executive or contact at verified business locations. Every business is 

telephone verified annually, and information is consistently updated from Yellow Page directories, company websites, and over 20 

other primary sources.

Rigorously verified transactional data on over 215+ million consumers and nearly 186+ million VINS with linkage at the household 

and garage level. VIN Data is available for all 50 states, including privacy states with zero marketing restriction. The database 

contains full consumer profiles, demographics and contact information, and is fully compliant with all consumer privacy and auto 

privacy regulations including DPPA and Shelby Amendment. Included on every lead record is: name, address, make, model, and 

year. Premium selects include: in the market for a new vehicle, consumer demographics, segmented wealth modeling, email 

address, and IP address for online targeting. 

V12
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LINKAGE DATA

Millions of consumers anonymously pass through or abandon content web sites everyday; and while marketers have been forced 

to deal with these occurrences, V12 has developed a 300+ million digital consumer footprint database to serve the reverse 

recognition needs of today’s interactive marketing managers.

Displaying the right ad or retargeting abandoned cart shoppers can dramatically affect revenue and close the loop on corporate 

acquisition marketing. Through linkage-identification, V12’s digital footprint database is the keystone to mapping: IP, email, and 

mobile phone numbers from interactive forums back to their original full consumer record. 

COMMON APPLICATIONS OF LINKAGE DATABASE

Ad Agencies see the value of installing our data sets at their clients’ locations to craft customized real-time anonymous recognition 

solutions. For example, a home improvement web site may display images and offers of potted plants in the spring to recognized 

apartment renters while displaying images and offers of lawn equipment to rural home owners.

Marketing service providers see the value of matching this data set to their in-house consumer files in order to increase eCRM 

offerings such as: real-time & batch anonymous consumer recognition (‘Linkage’), permission-pass retargeting, customer email 

appends, and prospect HTML or video email marketing.

LINKAGE DATABASE CONTAINS:
 � 314 million records with email

 � 259 million records with IP

 � 56 million records with mobile

 � 43 million records with landlines

V12 DATA OVERVIEW
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1. V12 PREMOVER 
Target homeowners at the moment the home is placed on 

the market, and make contact before the competition.  

NATIONWIDE COUNTS:  1.1 MILLION

2. V12 PREMOVER UNDER CONTRACT 
Target homeowners when their home has a contract pending, 

and they enter the critical 1-6 week period that they’re 

making valuable vendor decisions. The only nationwide 

pending home sale data set available. 

NATIONWIDE COUNTS:  700 K

3. V12 PREMOVER+ 
Includes Premover and Premover Under contract data with 

additional elements available such as: building details like 

square footage of home and lot, year of home, dwelling unit 

and new construction indicator. Also includes additional sales 

information including reduction in sales price date,  foreclosure 

indicator, short-sale indicator, bank owned indicator, Auction 

Indicator, and more.  
NATIONWIDE COUNTS:  2+ MILLION

4. NEW MOVERS 
0-6 months after the move, consumers are choosing new 

providers for common daily services, and providers for less 

time sensitive new home purchases. 

NATIONWIDE COUNTS: 27 MILLION

Largest repository of email addresses with input records at over 1.5 billion. Email Append compares files to a database of over 

283 million verified records. Email Validation flags potential undeliverable addresses, autocorrects syntactical errors, and identifies 

spam traps, complainers, and more.

V12 Telematch is the industry leader for new connects, forward, and reverse phone append. Data is sourced from over 200 

telephone companies nationwide, includes 280 million records, and is updated daily with an average of 106,000 new connect 

listings. Premium phone append services include access to 100 million directory assistance records updated daily from telco-

sourced directory assistance, residential and business telephone numbers plus new connect telephone numbers. V12 Telematch 

also has data on over 130 million wireless, cable and VoIP residential listings.

V12 DATA OVERVIEW

V12 offers four mover data solutions based on the optimum time during the moving cycle to make contact. Data goes through 

an extensive data append and hygiene process, including standardization, DPV validation, and over 70% of our records include 

previous addresses. 
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SEAMLESS CONNECTIVITY

CUSTOM ONLINE AUDIENCES
With any custom audience creation, our account management team will help create a lifecycle marketing strategy and optimize 
custom segments to ensure you’re hitting your KPI and getting the best ROAS. V12 Custom Audiences can be deployed to most 
platforms and will always be exclusive to your organization.

 � Use V12’s data and choose the attributes that best fit the audience you’re trying to reach

 � Overlay any number of our segments on your own CRM file to create hyper-targeted audiences

 � Create multiple “and/or”combinations using Boolean logic to create high-level branding audiences, low-funnel direct 
response campaigns —and everything in between

 � Give us a sample list of customers and we’ll build a full profile report arming you with hundreds of data points, hidden 
traits shared by your most valuable customers, customer look-a-like segments, and hold-out audiences

 � Combine CRM data with our proprietary PYCO Personality Data to add detailed personality profiles to your audiences 
for customized creative

WITH THE RECENT CHANGES AT FACEBOOK, TURN TO V12 AS YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER IN 

CREATING HIGH-QUALITY AUDIENCES FOR EASY DISTRIBUTION THROUGH YOUR CLIENT 

ACCOUNTS OR APPROVED FACEBOOK INTEGRATION PARTNERS.

V12’s custom audience solution, V12 AudienceLink, is an industry-leading third party data set with 100% opt-in emails. We follow 
rigorous quality and privacy standards, ensuring our sourcing collection methods undergo extensive due diligence to be 100% 
compliant with state and federal laws. In addition, V12 only partners with email data providers who must be in compliance with 
the DMA’s Commitment to Consumer Choice.

HOW THE PROCESS WORKS
1. V12 will work with you to understand your campaign objectives and help you determine the best strategy to meet your 

needs.

2. Based on your campaign goals, you may choose to reach your current customers using your internal customer data or 
create an acquisition campaign using V12’s third party data assets.

3. Once we build your custom audiences, you may distribute to Facebook through your client account or approved 
Facebook integration partners.traits shared by your most valuable customers, customer look-a-like segments, and hold-
out audiences

HIGH CONVERSIONS AND 
ENGAGEMENT

Clients using V12 AudienceLink 
for Facebook campaigns have 
experienced a 3x  increase in 
sales conversions and a 20% 

increase in engagement.
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SEAMLESS CONNECTIVITY

TARGET ACQUISITION AUDIENCES 
BASED ON YOUR BEST CUSTOMER 
PROFILE

Based upon your best customer profile, we will 
create a look-alike acquisition audience using V12 
AudienceLink’s industry-leading third-party data sets.  
Using AI and machine learning algorithms, we combine 
over 1,000+ attributes to create a highly custom 
audience for rapid deployment.

TARGET YOUR FIRST-PARTY AUDIENCES 
AND LOOK-ALIKE AUDIENCES
Target your first-party audiences using your internal 
customer list. To optimize your audience reach, V12 
performs rigorous email and phone verification and 
append processes to ensure you have the highest 
quality data set to achieve a higher match rate to 
Facebook’s member base.

In addition, we will append V12 AudienceLink to your 
customer database to gain deeper insights into your customers and create look-alike audiences. We offer only the highest-blend 
of data available with 100% opt-in emails and in full compliance will all privacy regulations.

You may enhance your audience with any number of attributes from our extensive database including demographic, behavioral 
and lifestyle selects such as age, income, interests, personality data, in-purchase indicators, vehicle information and more.
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V12 S IGNALS

 � With V12 Signals™, you can now target and 
acquire actual in-market consumers during the 
period when they’re making a buying decision.

 � Unlike other mobile solutions which target the 
device, V12 Signals™ is a proprietary mobile 
solution that connects customer identities 
to mobile devices, allowing people-based 
marketing based on store visit behavior.

HIGH SALES CONVERSIONS AND ENGAGEMENT

Signals leads have set record-highs for V12’s automotive and retail clients, delivering 4x sales conversion rates and 3x 
engagement rates compared to other leading acquisition data available in the market.

OMNICHANNEL MARKETING AUDIENCES
Each Signals alert includes contact data often enriched with demographics. Audiences are onboarded to our digital platforms 
to create a digital audience of purchase intenders.

MARKETING FOLLOWUP AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SERVICES
V12 delivers marketing execution services to save you time and resources. Our marketing experts can design your creative 
and deploy your omnichannel campaigns which include print mail, email and digital strategies.

MARKETING INSIGHTS
V12 Signals™ provides rich analytical and marketing insights. 
In addition to a daily source of imminent purchase intenders, 
our clients use V12 Signals™ for a broad range of insights 
including:

 � Lead enhancement

 � Marketing program performance

 � Trade area performance and insights

 � Insights into consumer brand preferences and activity

 � Identification of existing customers who may defect to 
another brand

COMMITMENT TO CONSUMER PRIVACY
V12 takes privacy very seriously and takes strict measures to ensure compliance with all consumer privacy laws. The data we 
provide adheres to all consumer permissions and consents.

A COMPLETE MOBILE LOCATION INTELLIGENCE SOLUTION TO TARGET AND ACQUIRE IMMINENT 
PURCHASE INTENDERS
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V12 VELOCITY

CUSTOMER DATA PLATFORM
Integrate 1st & 3rd party data to acquire new customers, develop actionable insights and deploy unified customer journeys. 
Choose from our quick-start acquisition module or our bundled, end-to-end solution to acquire, retain and upsell in-market 
shoppers.

V12 DATA CLOUD
The V12 Data Cloud allows clients to seamlessly integrate their own 1st party data and V12’s 3rd party data, enabling clients to 
find new audiences, manage existing customer relationships, and execute highly targeted, omnichannel campaigns.

ANALYTICS
V12 blends data science with our market leading data products and technologies to extract meaningful data insights, develop 
acquisition audiences at scale, increase customer value and optimize marketing spend.

CRM REACTIVATION
V12’s proven CRM reactivation process delivers a multi-faceted approach to the challenge of inactive email records. From 
superior data hygiene to robust analytics, our proprietary workflow process delivers a 7:1 ROI.

ACCELERATE YOUR ROI WITH V12’S INDUSTRY-LEADING CUSTOMER RETENTION AND 
ACQUISITION SOLUTIONS
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V12 VELOCITY CDP

Consumers produce mountains of data everyday as they shop across a myriad of channels and devices. This data is fragmented 
across many systems and marketing platforms — obscuring customer behavior. The V12 CDP harnesses the power of each 
of these data sources and blends it with our suite of industry-leading 3rd party data assets to create one single version of the 
customer truth. Get to know your customers like never before and develop actionable insights to deploy unified customer 
journeys – wherever and whenever your customers prefer.

INTEGRATE 1ST & 3RD PARTY DATA TO KNOW YOUR CUSTOMERS, DEVELOP ACTIONABLE 
INSIGHTS AND DEPLOY UNIFIED CUSTOMER JOURNEYS.

Two ways to drive ROI today
 � All-In-One CDP Solution
 � Full Platform Access
 � Data Hygiene
 � Name & address standardization
 � Acquisition data
 � ROI-Driving data packages
 � Marketing execution
 � Automated email deployments via journey orchestration
 � Multi Channel Integration (SMS, Direct Mail, Ecommerce)
 � Implementation
 � Marketing partner consultancy to ensure your strategy 

effectiveness

Quick start acquisition program
 � Target in-market shoppers
 � Quick start module, up and running in less than 2 weeks
 � Your customer data used for suppression & profiling 

purposes
 � Web behavior capture for ecommerce sites
 � Acquisition Data
 � Available data elements include EPostal, Signals, and New 

Movers data
 � Marketing execution
 � Automated email deployments via journey orchestration
 � Implementation

 � In-depth reporting and dashboards

INTEGRATE YOUR 1ST PARTY DATA TO CREATE 
A SINGLE CUSTOMER VIEW
V12 offers deep experience in 1st party data identification, 
unifying data around each customer so you can see, under-
stand and act on their behavior. Through a range of system 
connectors, we continuously collect data from around your 
ecosystem and consolidate it into a 360 degree customer view 
by merging identities from multiple devices into one, deduping 
customer records and without the need for significant IT re-
sources. Data, technology and analytics are seamlessly brought 
together to create right time marketing insights.

ENRICH YOUR CUSTOMER VIEW WITH INDUS-
TRY-LEADING 3RD PARTY DATA
Easily enrich your data with V12’s 3rd party omnichannel data 
insights. Our data products seamlessly integrate into the CDP 
and deliver both depth and breadth covering consumer and 
business audiences.
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V12 VELOCITY CDP

EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF REAL-TIME INTEGRATIONS AND DATA PROCESSING
The V12 CDP provides real time integrations with over 500 digital technologies to make it easy to unify, manage and schedule 
data flows for any channel. In addition, our data-processing capabilities capture, integrate and standardize consumer data in real 
time before the opportunity is lost. 

DEVELOP ACTIONABLE ANALYTICS ON THE FLY
Our easy-to-use graphical analytics application allows you to easily visualize your audience and identify profitable or 
underperforming segments. Organize your customers and prospects into groups and categories, blending the information you 
know about them to find hidden, untapped segments. A range of charts, graphs, pivot tables, VENN diagrams and maps make 
analysis fast, easy and simple.

BUILD POWERFUL AND UNIFIED CUSTOMER JOURNEYS
The V12 CDP helps marketers manage automated Customer Journeys that engage uniquely at every stage, based on each 
individual’s behavior. Create campaigns that recognize if customers have visited your website, browsed certain product categories, 
opened your emails or visited your stores. Deliver relevant content, at the right time, to support your campaign and ensure they 
keep moving through the journey – to increase conversion rates and lifetime value.
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